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REVIEW UNIT 4 

Exercise 1. Find the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.   

1.  A. homeless B. provide C. donate D. remote   

2.  A. contact B. equip C. service D. interest   

3.  A. benefit B. charity C. generous D. volunteer  

4.  A. already B. deliver C. management D. announcement   

5.  A. activity B. experience C. application D. appreciate   

6.  A. release B. local C. hardship D. village   

7.  A. purpose B. blanket C. forward D. reward   

8.  A. participate B. secondary C. development D. immediately   

9.  A. afternoon B. teenager C. orphanage D. family   

10.  A. popular B. similar C. refugee D. national   

Exercise 2. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined.   

1.  A. area B. beach C. peace D. sea   

2.  A. wide  B. child C. unit D. countryside   

3.  A. theatre  B. thousand C. through D. though   

4.  A. contest  B. listen C. taste D. coast   

5.  A. activities B. dishes C. buses D. houses   

6. A. rural  B. surprise  C. successful  D. volunteer  

7.   A. application  B. benefit  C. non-profit  D.narrow-minded  

8.  A. reference  B. remote  C. reaction  D. creation  

9.   A. area  B. market  C. martyr  D. archaeology  

10.  A. dedicated B. demonstrate  C. development D. delicate 

 

B. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR 

Exercise 1. Complete the sentences with the words given 

 

 

 

1. Several voluntary organisations are trying to provide _______ community ___________ care. 

2. We ______ join _____ a volunteering group, and _______ join in ____ several volunteering 

campaigns. 

3. They are working together to _________ benefit _________ the whole community. 

4. Their houses are ______ remote ____________ from the village. 

5. It was __________ generous ________ of him to donate a big sum of money to the orphanage. 

6. The concert organisers say they will _________ donate _________ all the profits to charity. 

7. They set off to _________ deliver _________ supplies to a flooded village. 

8. You should ______ participate _____ in the volunteer club, and you will understand the ______ sense 

_____ of purpose in life. 

Exercise 2. Choose the best option A, B, C or D. 

1.  I particularly have a(n) _______ in working with children. 

 A. luck B. opportunity C. chance D. interest 

donate generous participate deliver community 

join join in sense benefit remote 

 



2.  The win _______ the confidence of the football team. 

 A. rose B. helped C. grew D. boosted 

3.  They had to sit through _______ meetings, and they felt very tired. 

 A. finishing B. ending C. endless D. ends 

4.  The elderly people in our neighbourhood appreciated the _______ of the place. 

 A. cleaning out B. cleaning away C. cleaning up D. cleaning on 

5.  Many teenagers _______ their applications to become volunteers in that summer campaign. 

 A. give out B. give in C. send in D. send away 

6.  Many people who _______ think that they are very fortunate to live the way of giving all children 

 A. volunteer B. volunteers C. volunteering D. voluntary 

7.  I would like to continue to lend my helping hands to achieve the goal of giving all children an equal 

chance of having _______ futures. 

 A. succeed B. successive C. successful D. succeeding 

8.  Last year we _______ in the Community Village project in Mai Chau, Hoa Binh while the disabled 

artisans _______ to follow their trades. 

 A. join – are trying  B. joined – were trying  

 C. joined – had tried  D. were joining – were trying 

9.  During the volunteer programme, they _______ up international understanding while they _______ 

 For the needs of the local community. 

 A. builds – are working  B. were building – were working  

 C. were building - worked D. built - were building 

10.  _______ also helped to set up and arrange two retail stalls, selling the products to visitors. 

 A. Volunteer B. Volunteers C. Volunteering D. Voluntary 

11. If you don't have time to volunteer, you can__________ money and food.  

 A. participate B. boost C. donate D. deliver 

12. This clean water project will ______________the people in the village.  

 A. benefit B. donate C. raise D. volunteer 

13. Our club needs more_____________ to clean up the park at the weekend. 

 A. spectators B. assistants C. volunteers D. electrician  

14. I am ___________________ in community development activities.  

 A. interested B. interesting C. excited D. exciting 

15. There are ________________ volunteering opportunities in our community.  

 A. excite B. excitedly C. excited D. exciting 

16. They visit a retirement home and ____ time doing fun activities with the elderly who lack immediate 

family. 

 A. spend B. lose C. waste D. consume 

17. Fundraising for charity is a ____ thing for everyone to do to help the community. 

 A. meant B. meaningful C. meaningless D. meaning 

18. Both community ____ and volunteerism are an investment in our community and the people who 

live in it. 

 A. life B. language C. performance  D. service 

19. We hope that students themselves will enjoy taking part ______ the projects.  

 A. in B. on C. at D. for 



20. Many international volunteer organizations are trying to find a ____ to the problem of world 

hunger. 

 A. way B. method C. suggestion D. solution 

21. Chloe_____________ in my wardrobe when I _____________ her.   

 A. hid - found   B. was hiding - found    

 C. was hiding - was finding  D. hid - was finding   

22. We _____________ many sport cars when we _____________ for the bus.   

 A. saw - were waiting   B. were seeing - waited   

 C. saw - waited   D. were seeing - were waiting   

Exercise 7. Choose the answer which is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined words. 

1. We have made some minor changes to the program.   

 A. small  B. super  C. large  D. low   

2. Through play children act out and learn how to master situations.   

 A. adapt  B. become proficient  C. exchange  D. deal with   

3. Agriculture used to be the economic backbone of this country.  

 A. aspect  B. field  C. foundation  D. weakness   

4. We've had to make some adjustments to original calculations.   

 A. derivative  B. premier  C. modified  D. first   

5. His research has contributed enormously to our understanding of the disease.   

 A. kept  B. added  C. deducted  D. divided   

 

Exercise 8. Choose the answer which is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined words. 

1. The community is appealing to everyone to save water.   

 A. rescue  B. waste  C. use  D. store   

2. You can't be dependent on your parents all your life.   

 A. related  B. reliant  C. helpless  D. independent   

3. Cheap goods are available, but not in sufficient quantities to satisfy demand.   

 A. enough  B. adequate  C. poor  D. abundant   

4. He closed his business voluntarily and signed his assets over to someone else.   

 A. unwillingly  B. freely  C. readily  D. intentionally   

5. There have been some fundamental structural changes in society.   

 A. nonessential  B. basic  C. important  D. foundational   

 

Exercise 8. Complete the sentences with the –ed or ing form of the verbs in brackets. 

1. She’s very _______-ED____________ (please) with my new laptop. 

2. He was very _____-ED______________ (disappoint) when his best friend didn’t give him a birthday 

present. 

3. The weather’s really _____-ING______________ (depress). It’s raining today and it rained yesterday, 

too. 

4. That film is really _______-ING____________ (amuse). I laughed all the way through it. 

5. It’s Sunday afternoon and Sue’s got nothing to do. She’s really _____-ED______________ (bore). 

6. That maths question was really _______-ING____________ (confuse). 

7. He’s __________-ED_________ (delight). He passed his driving test this morning. 



8. They’re going to watch their favorite group at a concert tonight. They’re very ___-

ED________________ (excite). 

Exercise 10. Supply the correct form of the verb in the brackets.   

1. Yesterday, he ________was taking______ (talk) to his guests when I ____entered__________ (enter) 

the room.   

2. Who _______were you speaking_______ (you speak) to when I ______saw________ (see) you last 

night?   

3. Last year Emily _________was travelling_____ (travel) in Viet Nam when she ____lost__________ 

(lose) her passport.   

4. We _______haven’t seen_______ (not see) each other since the date we _____-d_________ (graduate) 

from high school.   

5. She ______took________ (take) a lot of photos as we _______were sitting_______ (sit) in a wedding 

party last night.   

Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) 

 VSO is a registered charity dedicated to assisting in developing countries. It is a recruitment agency 

which finds, selects and places volunteers in response to overseas requests. 

 This work makes it distinctive among other charities and organizations in the UK. It sends people, 

not money, so it tries to respond to requests from overseas which ask for volunteers. Its purpose is 

toward the poorest members of the community. Both staff and volunteers also pay special attention to 

women’s roles in development projects. This is because women’s roles in child–rearing, in education 

and community relationship are essential in any healthy process of change.  

 Over the past 38 years, more than 21.000 volunteers have worked abroad with VSO. There are now 

over 1,900 volunteers working in 59 of the less developed countries in Africa Asia, the Pacific and the 

Caribbean. 

The application of each volunteer is carefully considered in order to select and interview candidates 

against each job request from the field, to look for the person with the right blend of skills and 

personality. 

 VSO volunteers do not go to developing countries as visiting experts with all the answers. It is 

always a process of sharing and learning. The aim is that when the volunteer returns home, there exists 

a community with a stronger sense of independence, and a volunteer with a new understanding of life 

and people everywhere. The range of jobs required of VSO is wide, reflecting the needs of any society 

in the modern world. 

36. VSO is different from other charities and organization from UK because it_________. 

 A. is a registered body. 

 B. sends financial aid to developing countries. 

 C. sends volunteers to help abroad. 

 D. recruits volunteers to work in Britain. 

37. Requests from overseas most likely to be dealt with are those which_________. 

 A. specifically ask for female staff and volunteers. 

 B. require volunteers to work with local inhabitants. 

 C. require help and advice for health care. 

 D. need help to train less wealthy members of the community. 
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38. According to those who work for VSO, who plays the most important part in bringing about 

change? 

 A. charitable organizations       B. volunteers from abroad 

 C. women in local communities      D. staff who recruit volunteers 

39. What happens when VSO wants to appoint new volunteers? 

 A.  They give preference to applicants living abroad. 

 B. They give each applicants several interviews. 

 C. They refer applications to countries requesting volunteers. 

 D. They match all applicants to jobs very carefully. 

40. The volunteers chosen to go out to a developing country_________. 

 A. must have experience of working overseas 

 B. will quickly become an expert in the field. 

 C. will gain more knowledge about the world we live in 

 D. must leave the country before it becomes independent 

UNIT 5  

Exercise 7. Choose the best option A, B, C or D. 

1. It is thought that Gogle ________ cars may transform the way we move around cities in the future. 

 A. driving B. driver C. motionless D. driverless 

2. Retinal implants are meant to partially restore vision to people who have lost their ________. 

 A. view B. scene C. scenery D. sight 

3. Biotech drugs, which are ________ from living cells, provide some of the best efforts at curing 

diseases such as diabetes, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and HIV. 

 A. done B. made C. caused D. formed 

4. The cocoons of silkworms were first used ________ silk by the Chinese. 

 A. to make B. for make C. to making D. to be made 

5. Paper was first ________ to make paper money, playing cards or the world's oldest book the 

Diamond Sutra - in the 2nd century by the Chinese. 

 A. to invent B. inventing C. being invented D. invented 

6. The magnetic compass was first used to determine the correct ________ by the Chinese. 

 A. way B. road C. path D. direction  

7. Gunpowder was first used to make beautiful displays of ________ for celebrations in the 9th 

century by the Chinese. 

 A. firing B. fires C. fireworks D. firework 

8. IBM Watson is an artificially intelligent computer system ________ of answering questions posed in 

natural language. 

 A. capable B. aware C. able D. fond 

9. YouTube ________ to become the world's most popular video-sharing website since 2005. 

 A. grows  B. grew C. has grown D. have grown 

10. Apple iPad ________ the single most popular tablet PC ever since 2010. 

 A. has existed B. has stayed C. has remained D. has continued 

11. The screen will ________ the username in the top right-hand corner. 

 A. store B. display C. install D. promote 

12. The laptop is not working because you haven't ________ it yet.  



 A. changed B. charged C. pressed D. put 

13. The scientists ________ important research in the laboratory. 

 A. put out B. go out C. hand out D. carry out 

14. You can send and receive e-mails from a ________. 

 A. charger  B. printer C. smartphone D. USB 

15. Many young people carry a pair of earbuds as they are small, light, and ________. 

 A. chargeable B. economical C. portable D. transferable 

16. Modern smartphones nowadays do not have many ________ to look better. 

 A. buttons B. keyboards C. screens D. pens 

17. Be careful when using electrical ________. 

 A. equipment B. experiment C. experience D. exception 

18. Andy should install this ___________ on her smartphone. It helps to make her photos more 

beautiful.  

 A. hardware B. software C. device D. equipment 

19. If you have an ____________, you don't have to bring all those heavy books in your bag. 

 A. correction pen B. e-book reader C. digital camera D. earbuds 

20. I think this is a _____________ problem. The computer screen is broken.  

 A. hardware B. software C. device D. equipment 

21. Washing machine or vacuum cleaner can help you to ________ time while doing housework. 

 A. kill B. save C. spend D. waste 

22. A robot vacuum cleaner is a _____________ device in your home. It makes housework less tiring.  

 A. help B. helpless C. helpful D. helpfully 

23. It is convenient for you to read ________ when you travel. 

 A. e-books B. laptops C. online game D. smartphones 

24. 3-D is used to produce complex tools and components.  

 A. print B. printing C. printer D. blueprint 

25. I ________ to school every day for the last two weeks. 

  A. walked  B. have walked  C. walk  D. was walking 

26. It is very difficult ________ because it smells horrible. 

  A. for breathe  B. to me for breathing C. for me breathing  D. for me to 

breathe 

27. The manager decided ________ in their personal discussions. 

  A. to not participating  B. not participating C. not to participate  D. to not 

participate 

28. Jacky ________ in Seoul for five years, but he ________ in 2021. 

  A. lived – left B. has lived – left C. lived - has left D. has lived - has 

left 

29. My friend promised ________ the time to help me ________. 

  A. to find – moving B. finding – move C. finding - to move D. to find - move 

30. This rule is ___________ the usage of infinitives. 

  A. enough useful understanding B. useful enough understanding 

  C. useful enough to understand  D. enough useful to understand 

31. I ________ my key some hours ago, so I ________ into the house. 



  A. lost - couldn't get B. have lost couldn't get C. lost - could get D. have lost - 

could get 

32. Making friends ________ more difficult since I ________ a new city. 

  A. become – moved  B. has become 

  C. became - have moved D. became moved 

33. Facebook is used ________ among the young. 

 A. communicate B. communicating C. to communicate D. to 

communicating 

34. It's no good ________ him the truth now. 

 A. not to tell  B. tell C. telling D. to tell 

35. Most of my friends enjoy ________ football on television. 

 A. watch B. to watch C. watching D. watched 

36. He reminded me ________ to give the book back to John 

 A. not forget B. not to forget C. forgot D. forgetting 

37. It's important ________ too much about your failure. 

 A. not to worry B. not worry C. not worrying to D. don’t worry 

38. Mary often watches YouTube videos to study how ________ a dish or make a cake. 

 A. cook B. cooking C. to cook D. to cooking 

39. ________ is better than ________, so keep your hands busy. 

  A. Do – say B. To do – saying C. Doing - to say D. Doing saying 

40. They ________ reporting the results of the competition until they were sure. 

  A. delayed B. have delayed C. were delaying D. delay 

41. "Where's Tony?" "He ________ to the travel agent's, and he hasn't come back." 

 A. has been  B. has been going C. had done D. would do 

42. We think they ________ all that is necessary. 

 A. have done  B. doing  C. has gone D. had gone 

43. I'd like to see that football match because I ________ one this year. 

 A. don't see  B. can't see C. hardly see  D. haven't seen 

44. I can't believe that you ________ all the three exercises. You just started five minutes ago.  

 A. have finished  B. have been finishing  C. finished D. are finishing 

45. Up to now, the discount ________ to children under ten years old. 

 A. has only applied  B. only applies  C. was only applied  D. only applied 

46. Tom often watches TV after his parents ________ to bed. 

 A. had gone  B. have gone C. go  D. went 

47. Their children ________ lots of new friends since they ________ to that town. 

 A. have made moved   B. were making- have moved 

 C. made are moving  D. made have been moving 

48. Jane is a wonderful singer. Her mother tells me that she ________ professionally since she was 

four. 

 A. has been sung  B. was singing C. is singing D. has been 

singing 

49. He ________ off alone a month ago, and ________ of since 

 A. set - hasn't been heard B. was setting hasn't heard 

 



 C. set- hasn't heard   D. was setting- hadn't been heard 

50. None of the students ________ to class yet.  

 A. are coming B. hadn't come C. haven't come D. have come 

 

Exercise 8. Choose the correct option. 

1. I cannot wait (seeing/ to see) my parents. 

2. (Have/ Having) some close friends is really cheerful. 

3. Ms. Elena risks (to lose/ losing) her reviewing time. 

4. She suggested (going/ to go) to a movie that weekend. 

5. He learned (not to/ to not) trust anyone after the scam. 

6. Ms. Bella needs (to learn/ learning) how to cook faster. 

7. The editor recommends (to read/ reading) this science book. 

8. (To walking/ Walking) 6000 steps a day is good for our health. 

9. (Reading/ Read) English articles helps you learn English effectively. 

10. How is it possible (to finish/ finishing) the project in that short time? 

11. I always enjoy (chatting/ to chat) on the internet with my friends.  

12. (Eating/ To eat) healthy food is good for you. 

13. We went to the cinema last night (seeing/ to see) the new science fiction film.  

14. Tom intends (arriving/ to arrive) on time for school from now on. 

15. My favourite activity (is playing/ play) football with my friends.  

16. We need (taking/ to take) some sandwiches for the trip tomorrow. 

17. I don't want (wasting/ to waste) time today. I'm too busy.  

18. I regret (wasting/ to waste) so much time watching TV. 

Exercise 1. Read the passage and choose the best option A, B, C or D. 

  An invention is a (1) ________ thing that someone has made. The computer was an invention (2) 

________ it was first made. We say when it was "invented". New things that are made or created are 

called inventions. Cars and plastics are inventions that everyone knows. Inventions are made by (3) 

________. 

 Some inventions can be patented. A patent legally protects the (4) ________ property rights of the 

inventor and legally recognizes that a (5) ________ invention is actually an invention. Invention is also 

an important component of artistic and design creativity. Inventions often extend the boundaries of 

human knowledge, experience or (6) ________. 

 Ideas are also called inventions. (7) ________ can invent characters, and then invent a story about 

them. Over time, humans have invented objects which make life easier for (8) ________.  Because of 

this, a quote "necessity is the mother of invention", was written. 

1. A. new  B. old  C. easy  D. difficult 

2. A. how  B. which  C. why  D. when 

3. A. scientists  B. engineers  C. inventors  D. technicians 

4. A. intel B. intelligent  C. intellectual  D. intellectually 

5. A. accused  B. claimed  C. qualified  D. charged 

6. A. potential  B. capacity  C. proficiency  D. capability 

7. A. Writers  B. Typists  C. Reporters  D. Viewers 

8. A. herself  B. oneself  C. himself  D. themselves 

) 



REWRITE THE FOLLWING SENTENCES  

1. Samuel started keeping a diary in 1997. 

 Samuel has ___________________________________________________________ 

2. We started leaming English fìve years ago. 

 We have _____________________________________________________________ 

3. I began living in Ho Chi Minh City when I was 8. 

 I have _______________________________________________________________ 

4. She has taught the children in this remote village for five months. 

She started ___________________________________________________________ 

5. She hasn’t had a swim for five years. 

 She last ______________________________________________________________ 

6. They last talked to each other two months ago. 

 They haven’t __________________________________________________________ 

7. The last time she saw her elder sister was in 1999. 

 She hasn’t ____________________________________________________________ 

8. She started driving 1 month ago. 

 She has ______________________________________________________________ 

9. We began eating when it started to rain. 

  We have _____________________________________________________________ 

10. I last had my hair cut when I left her. 

  I haven’t _____________________________________________________________ 

11. The last time she kissed me was 5 months ago. 

  She hasn’t____________________________________________________________ 

12. It is a long time since we last met. 

We haven’t___________________________________________________________ 

 


